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We report micrometric periodic assembly of live and dead magnetotactic bacteria, Magnetospirillum
magneticum AMB-1, which synthesize chains of magnetic nanoparticles inside their bodies, and of

superparamagnetic Fe3O4 and ferromagnetic CoFe2O4 nanoparticles in aqueous suspensions using

periodically magnetized audio tapes. The distribution of the stray magnetic field at the surface of the

tapes was determined analytically and experimentally by magneto-optic imaging. Calculations

showed that the magnetic field close to the tape surface was of the order of 100 mT, and the magnetic

field gradient was larger than 1 T mm�1. Drops of aqueous solutions were deposited on the tapes,

and bacteria and particles were trapped at locations where magnetic energy is minimized, as

observed using conventional optical microscopy. Suspensions of M. magneticum AMB-1 treated

with formaldehyde and kanamycin were studied, and patterns of trapped dead bacteria indicated that

magnetic forces dominate over self-propelling forces in these experiments, in accordance with

calculated values. The behavior of the different types of samples is discussed. VC 2012 American
Institute of Physics. [doi:10.1063/1.3681380]

I. INTRODUCTION

The manipulation of magnetic nanoparticles into custom-

made structures1,2 is particularly promising for applications in

spintronics, novel memory devices, and in biology.3–5 A vari-

ety of techniques have been developed for the handling of

magnetic nanowires and superparamagnetic nanoparticles.

Examples are magnetic tweezers,6 on-chip trapping plat-

forms,7 and magnetic garnet films with uniaxial anisotropy.8

On the other hand, a variety of microelectromagnets9,10 com-

posed of microcoils,11 current loops,12 and crossed-wire

arrays13 have been shown to trap and control magnetic nano-

particles.14 In these devices, an electric current is injected to

generate sufficiently high local magnetic fields and gradients,

and Joule heating may be a drawback,10 because local thermal

energy, kBT, competes with the magnetic energy, -m.B, that

traps a particle of magnetic moment m in a magnetic induc-

tion field B. Additionally, temperature-induced microfluid

convection currents may lead to loss of spatial control by

dragging suspended bacteria or particles.

We have explored an alternative approach to assemble

live and dead bacteria and two types of magnetic nanopar-

ticles: superparamagnetic magnetite and ferromagnetic cobal-

tite. The method requires no current bias and uses the

micrometric magnetic field patterns generated by recorded

audio tapes, completely avoiding the inconvenience of Joule

heating.

Two main characteristics differentiate a suspension of

live magnetotactic bacteria from a suspension of magnetic

nanoparticles: (i) bacteria are self propelled, using flagella to

swim toward areas containing their preferred oxygen concen-

tration, while aligned with the magnetic field.15 In contrast,

nanoparticles and dead bacteria passively respond to magnetic

forces resulting from magnetic field gradients, and (ii) magne-

tite chains in bacteria do not cluster due to magnetosome or-

ganization that involves a lipid bilayer enclosing the magnetic

crystals,16 contrary to unfunctionalized magnetic nanopar-

ticles, where dipolar interactions lead to particle clustering.

In this work, we deposited drops of suspensions of live

and dead bacteria and of magnetic nanoparticles on clean,

previously recorded tapes, as will be described below, and

observed the final assembly with optical microscopy.

Recorded audio tapes were effective for the assembly of

bacteria and of magnetic nano-particles in periodic arrays

with wavelengths L � 25 lm.

The paper is organized as follows: In Sec. II, we describe

the magnetic patterning of audio tapes and the magneto-optic

imaging (MOI) technique used to visualize the magnetic stray

field in the vicinity of the recorded tapes. In the same section,

the growth of magnetotactic bacteria and the synthesis of

nano-particles are described. In Sec. III, we present results of

the magneto-optical observations of tapes and the analytical

calculations of the stray magnetic field generated by the tapes.

Magnetic properties of bacteria and of magnetite and cobaltite
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particles are also presented. In the last part of this section, we

show the main result of our work: the spatial organization of

the different magnetic particles after deposition in solution

and solvent evaporation studied by optical microscopy. Con-

clusions are described in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Periodically magnetized audio tapes

The physics of tape recording is well understood.17 The

voltage waveform to be recorded activates a writing head to

magnetize the tape as it moves at constant speed in close con-

tact to it. Due to the anisotropy of the magnetic material de-

posited on the tapes, magnetization is parallel to the tape

surface. In this work, we used computer-generated bi-polar

square and saw tooth wave functions of different frequencies

to record commercial audio tapes. For the highest waveform

frequency f¼ 103 Hz, the magnetization wavelength for the

typical tape velocity is L¼ 0.048 mm. To determine the

magnetization 6 m0 per unit area on each half period, a DC

signal (i.e., L¼1) of the same amplitude was recorded for

some seconds and the tape magnetic moment was measured

with a vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) at room tem-

perature, resulting in a magnetic moment per unit area

m0¼ 0. 164 A fixed by the waveform voltage amplitude and

by the recording setup.

B. Magneto-optical imaging

Magneto-optical imaging (MOI) was used for direct ob-

servation of the stray magnetic field of tapes.18 A polarized

light beam illuminates an in-plane magnetized ferrite garnet

film (FGF) placed directly on top of the tape. The light passes

through the FGF that has a high Verdet constant and is

reflected back on a thin (� 120 nm) Au layer deposited on its

back face, doubling the Faraday rotation angle, hF. By using

a pair of polarizers in an optical microscope, it is possible to

directly visualize and quantify the field distribution across the

tape area. We used a Bi-doped FGF, Lu3�xBixFe5�yGayO12,

with x � 0.5 and y � 0.7 with in-plane magnetization.19 To

image each tape, the pair polarizer–analyzer was set slightly

out of crossing (h0¼ 4�6 10%), so that perpendicular fields

of opposite polarity were distinguished in the MOI image as

bright or dark images. The tapes were placed under the indi-

cator film, and a standard Olympus BX60M microscope was

used with 20�magnification, and a Roper Scientific Cool-

Snap Camera recorded the images.

The analytic calculation of the magnetic field at a plane

in close proximity to the tape is presented below, in accord-

ance with the MOI image. The parallel field component is

not visualized directly by MOI, but its changes in sign can

be related to the appearance of triangular domain walls in

the FGF, as observed in previous work.20

C. Growth of bacteria

Magnetospirillum magneticum AMB-1 was grown at

30 �C in a flask standard medium (FSM).21 Iron was added

before autoclaving as ferric citrate (100 lM final concentra-

tion), and the pH of the medium was adjusted to 7.0 with

NaOH. Plates were incubated in an anaerobic jar (Anaerogen

OXOID) to generate anaerobic conditions. Liquid cultures were

grown without agitation in glass tubes filled to approximately

nine-tenths of the volume with FSM medium and plugged with

a rubber stopper for at least one week. Culture growth was

monitored by measuring the optical density at 600 nm (OD

600) and cell (bacterium) counting in a Neubauer camera.

These values were correlated between each other and with the

biomass generated. When cultures reached a visible turbidity

(OD600� 0.2), cells were harvested for future analysis.

For magnetic characterization, the cell suspension was

repeatedly centrifuged (8000 rpm, 6 min) and washed with

saline solution at least twice. Pellets of approximately 40 ml

were dried at 65 �C for 48 h and prepared to be measured in a

vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM) (see below).

To test the role of self-propulsion in bacteria assembly,

we also studied suspensions of dead bacteria. To avoid cell

wall damage, bacteria were killed using formaldehyde or the

antibiotic kanamycin as follows: 500 lg/ml kanamycin or

2.5% formaldehyde were added to bacterial cultures and

incubated at room temperature for 2 h.

Figure 1 shows a TEM micrograph of a bacterium show-

ing the ferrite chain and typical dimensions.

D. Synthesis of Fe3O4 and CoFe2O4 nanoparticles

The CoFe2O4 nanocrystals were prepared using the

chemical co-precipitation method.22 A solution mixture of

FeCl3.6H2O 0.450 M and CoCl2.6H2O 0.225 M (2:1) in

0.4 M HCl was prepared and added drop-by-drop to 200 ml

of 1.5 M NaOH previously adjusted to pH¼ 12 at high-speed

stirring. The synthesis temperature of 80 �C was controlled

by a water-jacketed reaction vessel using circulating thermo-

static bath. The precipitation of CoFe2O4 nanoparticles

occurred immediately, and both high-speed stirring and the

desired temperature were maintained during the addition of

the cationic mixture. The obtained precipitates were kept

vigorously stirred at the desired temperature for 2 h. The syn-

thetic procedure was performed at open atmosphere. Then,

CoFe2O4 nanoparticles were separated from the reaction me-

dium by centrifugation at approximately 12 000 g for 20 min.

The resulting precipitates were washed with MilliQ water,

and the washing and centrifugation cycles (always at 12

000 g) were repeated until the pH of the supernatant was

nearly 7. Finally, CoFe2O4 nanoparticles were dried using a

vacuum oven at 40 �C for 24 h. The mean diameter of the

FIG. 1. TEM micrograph of a Magnetospirillum magneticum AMB-1 cell

containing a chain of magnetite crystals.
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prepared nanoparticles was (12 6 2) nm, as seen by TEM

micrographs (not shown). More details concerning character-

ization of the CoFe2O4 nanoparticles are described

elsewhere.23

The chemical co-precipitation method was also used for

the synthesis of magnetite nanoparticles: 22.25 ml of a solu-

tion’s mixture of FeCl2.4H2O 0.679 M and FeCl3.6H2O

0.632 M (2:1) at 0.4 M HCl was added dropwise to 200 ml of

1.5 M NaOH solution previously adjusted to pH¼ 12 with

high-speed agitation. The synthesis temperature was con-

trolled using a reaction water-jacketed vessel. The precipita-

tion of Fe3O4 nanoparticles was immediate, and a high

stirring speed, as well as the selected temperature (60 �C),

was maintained during the addition of the cationic mixture.

The precipitates obtained were kept under vigorous stirring

at the chosen temperature for 2 h. The synthesis procedure

described above was performed under nitrogen atmosphere

to prevent oxidation of Fe (II) to Fe (III). Then, Fe3O4 nano-

particles were separated from the reaction medium by ultra-

centrifugation at approximately 12 000 g for 20 min. The

resulting precipitates were washed with MilliQ water, and

wash and spin cycles were repeated until the pH of the super-

natant reached the approximate value of 7. TEM micro-

graphs (not shown) indicate an average size of (14 6 2) nm

in diameter.

For both Fe3O4 and CoFe2O4 nanoparticles, it was con-

firmed by XRD that 10 cycles of washing and centrifugation

also eliminated NaCl, which was present in the reaction me-

dium due to the solutions used in the synthesis. If fewer

cycles of washing/centrifugation were performed, the char-

acteristic peaks of NaCl appeared in the diffractograms. The

nanoparticles were dried in vacuum at 40 �C for 24-48 h.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Magnetic field pattern generated by the recorded
audio tapes

Figure 2(a) shows schematically the normalized in-

plane magnetization profile for a tape recorded with a square

waveform. Figure 2(b) shows an MOI image for f¼ 100 Hz,

including 1.5 spatial periods. The bright and dark lines corre-

spond to positive and negative magnetic field components

perpendicular to the tape surface, Bz, that arise from the ab-

rupt decrease (from m0 to �m0) and increase (from �m0 to

m0), respectively (note that m0 is the magnetic moment per

unit area of the tape, not to be confused with the magnetic

moment of particles or bacteria).

In the following paragraphs, we will refer to the coordi-

nate system shown in Fig. 3(a).

We modeled the tape as an infinite strip of width

�w/2 � x � w/2 and thickness �s/2 � z � s/2, where s� w

and where L is the wavelength of the in-plane magnetization,

M! ¼ MðyÞŷ, and we omitted coordinate x, because, as

observed in the MOI image, there is a negligible dependence

in x.24 Furthermore, as will be shown below, the bacteria and

particle assembly are also approximately independent of x.

We have calculated in detail in previous work the z and

y components of the magnetic field for jzj ¼ e � L that are

given by the following expressions [see Eqs. (13) and (14) in

Ref. 24]:

Bz ¼ �
4p
L

l0

X1
n¼0

sgðeÞ

� nancos
2pn

L
y

� �
� nbnsin

2pn

L
y

� �� �
; (1)

By ¼ �
4p
L

l0

X1
n¼0

sgðeÞ

� nansin
2pn

L
y

� �
þ nbncos

2pn

L
y

� �� �
; (2)

where an and bn are the magnetization Fourier expansion

coefficients, which, in the case of the square wave form, can

be represented by the following Fourier series:

MðyÞ ¼
X1
n¼0

4m0

pð2nþ 1Þ sin
2pð2nþ 1Þ

L
y

� �
: (3)

For the sawtooth wave form with

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) Schematic tape magnetization in units of m0 for a

square wave form. (b) MOI image of the magnetized tape. Bright (dark)

areas represent high positive (negative) perpendicular magnetic field. The

distance between two consecutive bright lines is � 500 microns (frequency

100 Hz). Reprinted with permission from H. Ferrari, V. Bekeris, M. Thi-

beault and T. H. Johansen, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 313 (2007). Copyright

(2007), Elsevier.

FIG. 3. (a) Strip of width w with in-plane magnetization dependent on coor-

dinate y. (b) Sample magnetization in units of m0 for square waveform of

wavelength L. (c) Calculated perpendicular component Bz in units of

m0l0 L�1. (d) Calculated parallel y component By in units of m0l0 L�1.
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MðyÞ ¼ 2m0

L
y� m0; (4)

its Fourier expansion is given by Eq. (5),

MðyÞ ¼ �
X1
n¼1

2m0

pn
sin

2pn

L
y

� �
: (5)

Interestingly, Bz is proportional to the gradient of the mag-

netization [see Eq. (11) in Ref. 24]. The results for Bz and

By for the square wave function are plotted in Figs. 3(c) and

3(d), respectively, and in Fig. 3(b), we plot again M(y) for

comparison. The maximum perpendicular field component

for m0¼ 0. 164 A and L¼ 0.475 mm is Bz MAX¼ 100 l0

p m0/L¼ 100 mT. At locations where the z component of

the magnetic field is maximum, its y component abruptly

changes sign and gradients are maximum.18 A similar analy-

sis was made for the sawtooth wave form, and Bz shows

peaks, all of the same sign, with period L (see calculations

in Ref. 24).

B. Magnetic characterization of the magnetic particles

A vibrating sample magnetometer (Lake Shore VSM

model 7400) was used to measure magnetic hysteresis loops,

M(H), at room temperature. Results for the bacteria pellets

are shown in Fig. 4(a) and for the two types of nanoparticles

pellets in Fig. 4(b). For the determination of the magnetic

hysteresis curve of bacteria, we prepared pellets of approxi-

mately 10 mg of dried bacteria by means of centrifugation

cycles and drying in air. The saturation magnetic moment

per cell is m � 1.4 10�16 A m2 (about an order of magnitude

smaller than the moment of the more commonly studied MS-

110).10 The Fe3O4 particles with average diameter (14 6 2)

nm had m¼ 7 10�19 Am2 per particle. On the other hand, the

magnetic moment per particle of CoFe2O4 with average di-

ameter (12 6 2) nm was m¼ 5.5 10�19 Am2 per particle.

However, the particles form clusters due to their dipole-

dipole interactions, and optical microscopy indicates that the

typical cluster volume is similar to the volume of one bacte-

rium, �0.125 lm3; then, the magnetic moment for a magne-

tite cluster is approximately m¼ 3.1 10�13 Am2 and m¼ 3.8

10�13 Am2 for the cobaltite cluster. The magnetic moment of

a cluster of particles is then almost 2700 times higher than the

magnetic moment of a single bacterium, so that the magnetic

force fM due to the magnetic field gradient, fM¼!m.B is �
2700 times higher for the magnetic clusters than for each

bacterium.

C. Assembly of magnetic particles

In this subsection, we present the main results of our

work. Tapes were tightly fixed on top of a glass slide with

the recorded side toward the slide. Drops (�5 ll) of the dif-

ferent solutions (with distilled water as a solvent for magne-

tite and cobaltite particles and growth media for bacteria)

were deposited using a micropipette, and surface tension led

the drop to fill the space between the glass slide and the tape.

The glass slide was observed with a standard Olympus

BX60M microscope after solvent evaporation. Highly con-

centrated solutions (typically 1014 particles/ml) led to images

with an almost homogeneous distribution of particles, where

the magnetically trapped particles near the tape surface were

covered by the particles in excess. The solutions were then

gradually diluted and the procedure of drop deposition

repeated until clear images were obtained.

Evidence of particle assembly is presented in Fig. 5 for

tapes previously recorded with a 200 Hz square waveform.

The optical micrographs (50�magnification) for the

CoFe2O4 and Fe3O4 nanoparticles and bacteria after solvent

evaporation are depicted in Figs. 5(a) to 5(c), showing regu-

lar groups �120 lm apart, half the signal wavelength. Large

white particles in Fig. 5(c) are residues from bacteria

growth medium.

Although the magnetic moment of the whole chain of

magnetosomes in one cell of M. magneticum AMB-1 is

approximately 1.4� 10�16 Am,2 much smaller than the mag-

netic moment of typical magnetic nanoparticles clusters,

bacteria assembly is efficient (see Fig. 5(c)). M. magneticum
bacteria possess bipolar flagella and can swim at a speed as

high as 100 lm/s parallel or antiparallel to the magnetic field

direction, seeking their preferred low oxygen concentra-

tion.9,25 Bacteria with bipolar flagella26 would probably

assemble at distances half the wavelength of the recorded

signal, at locations where the magnetic energy is minimum,

i.e., at y/L¼ n/2, with n an integer.

To test whether self-propelling forces or magnetic forces

dominate, the experiment was repeated using dead bacteria.

In this case, 500 lg/ml kanamycin or 2.5% formaldehyde

were added to the control suspension and incubated at room

FIG. 4. (Color online) M(H) at room

temperature. a) Magnetospirillum mag-
neticum AMB-1. b) Fe3O4 (solid circle)

and CoFe2O4 (line) samples.
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temperature for 2 h, taking care not to damage the cell

walls.27 A drop of the suspension with live bacteria and a

drop of each treated suspension was deposited on the tape

using the procedure described above. In this case, the tapes

were recorded with sawtooth wave forms of 100 Hz; there-

fore, the peaks in Bz are 476 lm apart, pointing always in the

same z direction24 and minimum magnetic energy occurs at

y/L¼ n, with n an integer.

Figure 6 shows micrographs at 60 s and 1200 s after

drop deposition for the suspension with live bacteria (see

panels (a) and (b)), for the suspension with kanamycin (see

panels (c) and (d)), and for the suspension with formalde-

hyde (see panels (e) and (f)), respectively. Spatial organiza-

tion of dead bacteria (shown in panels (c) to (f)) indicates

that self-propulsion is not essential for bacteria assembly in

this experiment.

The observation is consistent with magnetic forces dom-

inating over self-propelling forces. The (under)estimated

value for the magnetic force per bacterium, fM¼m.DBy/Dy

�5 10�12 N, is clearly larger than the reported propelling

force, fP � 10�13 N per bacterium.8 It should be pointed out,

however, that fM in the vicinity of the final position of bacte-

ria can reach values orders of magnitude stronger than this

reported value obtained for an average magnetic field gradi-

ent. The increase in the number of trapped bacteria with time

is still not clear and may be related to small currents induced

by solvent evaporation, gradual decanting of particles, or a

combination of both.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Micrographs’

particle assemblies for tapes recorded

with a square waveform of 200 Hz. (a)

CoFe2O4 particles, (b) Fe3O4 particles,

and c) M. magneticum AMB-1 after sol-

vent evaporation. The large white par-

ticles in (c) are residues from the

bacterial growth medium.

FIG. 6. (Color online) Micrographs at 60 s and 1200 s after drop deposition

(a) and (b) for the control suspension, (c) and (d) for the suspension with

kanamycin, and (e) and (f) for the suspension with formaldehyde. Tapes

were recorded with sawtooth waveform of 100 Hz.

FIG. 7. Percentage of trapped bacteria with angular orientations in respect

to y direction. Data for the control sample (light gray) and for the sample

treated with formaldehyde (dark gray). The fraction of bacteria that are

trapped parallel to the y direction of the tape is larger in the case of dead

bacteria. Inset: Micrograph of trapped bacteria, indicating bacteria

orientation.

044905-5 Godoy et al. J. Appl. Phys. 111, 044905 (2012)



A close examination of the orientation of bacteria in

their trapped positions (see the micrograph in the inset in

Fig. 7) reveals that both live and dead bacteria tend to be ori-

ented in the direction of the y component of the magnetic

field, as shown in the histogram in Fig. 7. Dead bacteria

show a slightly higher tendency to orient parallel to the y
direction than bacteria in the control sample, probably due to

their passive response to magnetic forces or to their lack of

active movement.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have developed a method to assemble magnetotactic

bacteria and magnetite or cobaltite nanoparticles in microme-

ter periodic patterns using commercial audio tapes. The

method requires no current application during assembly,

avoiding Joule heating that is usually present in micro-

electromagnet methods. Thermal energy is thus reduced, and

long-term positioning is facilitated. The spatial distribution of

magnetic fields and magnetic field gradients that determine

the assembly can be designed by selecting the audio wave

form to be recorded. For square waveforms in the audio-

frequency range, local magnetic fields of hundreds of mT and

magnetic field gradients larger than 1 T mm�1 are obtained.

The efficiency of the method has been demonstrated using M.

magneticum AMB-1 bacteria with low magnetic moment per

bacterium, �10�16 Am2, an order of magnitude smaller than

the magnetic moment of the commonly studied strain M.

magnetotacticum MS-1. Suspensions of M. magneticum
AMB-1 treated with formaldehyde and kanamycin were

examined, and patterns of trapped dead bacteria indicated

that magnetic forces dominate over self-propelling forces in

these experiments consistently with calculations. The studied

magnetite and cobaltite nanoparticles were assembled by the

tapes as well, also driven by magnetic forces, and needed

shorter time intervals to accommodate in the final spatial dis-

tribution than bacteria, probably because their magnetic

moment is almost 2700 times larger than the magnetic

moment per bacterium. In future work, different waveforms

will be recorded to test alternative custom-made magnetic

patterns for particle and magnetotactic bacteria assembly.
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